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Visual judgments critically depend on (1) the detection of meaningful items from cluttered backgrounds and (2) the discrimination of an
item from highly similar alternatives. Learning and experience are known to facilitate these processes, but the specificity with which these
processes operate is poorly understood. Here we use psychophysical measures of human participants to test learning in two types of
commonly used tasks that target segmentation (signal-in-noise, or “coarse” tasks) versus the discrimination of highly similar items
(feature difference, or “fine” tasks). First, we consider the processing of binocular disparity signals, examining performance on signal-
in-noise and feature difference tasks after a period of training on one of these tasks. Second, we consider the generality of learning
between different visual features, testing performance on both task types for displays defined by disparity, motion, or orientation. We
show that training on a feature difference task also improves performance on signal-in-noise tasks, but only for the same visual feature.
By contrast, training on a signal-in-noise task has limited benefits for fine judgments of the same feature but supports learning that
generalizes to signal-in-noise tasks for other features. These findings indicate that commonly used signal-in-noise tasks require at least
three distinct components: feature representations, signal-specific selection, and a generalized process that enhances segmentation. As
such, there is clear potential to harness areas of commonality (both within and between cues) to improve impaired perceptual functions.

Introduction
Breaking the camouflage of a nearby object allows a casual ram-
bler to detect a snake in the grass, and a more experienced hiker
the chance to determine whether it is a venomous European Ad-
der or harmless grass snake. The visual processes of (1) detecting
and segmenting visual elements into meaningful items, and (2)
discriminating the critical features of such items are central to
many everyday visual activities. Yet the functional architecture
that supports these processes, and their plasticity in normal and
abnormal function, is not fully understood.

Information about the depth structure of a scene (e.g., from
binocular disparity) is known to assist in segmenting objects
from cluttered backgrounds, as well as providing detailed object
properties (e.g., shape and surface relief) that support recogni-
tion. A series of studies have examined the neuronal processing of
signals related to segmentation (“coarse” tasks) as opposed to
discriminative differences (“fine” tasks) using binocular dispar-
ity. This work implicates processing in visual area MT/V5 for
tasks involving disparity targets in noise (e.g., DeAngelis et al.,
1998; Uka and DeAngelis, 2003, 2004), whereas activity in IT and

V4 is related to perceptual judgments of fine depth differences
(Uka et al., 2005; Umeda et al., 2007; Shiozaki et al., 2012). This
has suggested a dissociable network, with dorsal visual areas un-
derlying segmentation, and ventral areas subserving the process-
ing of fine features (Roe et al., 2007).

Intriguingly, there is plasticity in the brain’s signal processing
for disparity segmentation: training can change the functional
relevance of MT activity for signal-in-noise tasks (Chowdhury
and DeAngelis, 2008). However, the link between such changes,
and perceptual improvements that are known to occur in both
normal (Fendick and Westheimer, 1983; Gantz et al., 2007) and
stereo-deficient individuals (Nakatsuka et al., 2007; Barry, 2009;
Ding and Levi, 2011), is unclear.

Here, we tested training-induced changes in behavioral per-
formance as a means of understanding the mechanisms that sup-
port segmentation and feature discrimination. Specifically, we
sought to understand how training on one type of task influences
performance on another, to infer the underlying functional architec-
ture. We start by considering the use of disparity for signal-in-noise
tasks and judgments of fine feature differences (Experiment 1). Hav-
ing assessed within-cue disparity learning, we then consider the
extent to which learning transfers across stimulus dimensions (Ex-
periment 2). In particular, we evaluate performance on camouflage-
breaking (signal-in-noise) tasks involving motion, disparity, and
orientation, and feature difference tasks (see Fig. 1A) involving these
signals that are known to improve through training (e.g., Fiorentini
and Berardi, 1980; Schoups et al., 1995; Liu, 1999; Folta, 2003; Saffell
and Matthews, 2003).

We show that training on feature differences enhances perfor-
mance on signal-in-noise tasks for the same visual property but
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not others (feature-specific learning). By contrast, training on
signal-in-noise tasks generalizes to benefit breaking of camou-
flage using different visual features. These findings indicate that
signal-in-noise tasks require at least three distinct components:
feature representations, signal-specific selection, and a general-
ized process that enhances segmentation.

Materials and Methods
Participants
Participants were naive to the purpose of the study, had normal or
corrected-to-normal visual acuity, were screened for stereo deficits, and
provided written informed consent in line with local ethical review and
approval of the work. In Experiment 1, we tested 20 observers (age 18 –28
years, mean 22.9 years; 9 males): 10 participants from this group were
trained on signal-in-noise depth judgments, 10 on feature difference
depth judgments. In Experiment 2, we tested 28 observers (age 18 –27
years, mean 22.2 years; 15 males). These participants were divided into
three groups: 12 trained on motion tasks (6 signal-in-noise; 6 feature
difference), 8 trained on depth tasks (4 signal-in-noise; 4 feature differ-
ence), and 8 trained on orientation tasks (4 signal-in-noise; 4 feature
difference).

Apparatus
Stimuli were presented on a haploscope in which the two eyes viewed
separate 20 inch Viewsonic ( p225f) CRT displays through front-
silvered mirrors. The haploscope was configured for each individual
so that vergence was appropriate. The viewing distance was 50 cm,

and participants used a chinrest. The stimuli were generated using
MATLAB (MathWorks) with extensions from the Psychophysics
Toolbox (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) and driven by a PC equipped
with an nVidia graphics card configured with a spatial resolution of
1600 � 1200 pixels and 100 Hz frame rate.

Stimuli
Disparity tasks. Stimuli were random dot stereograms (RDSs) presented
on a mid-gray background. The RDS depicted a 7 � 7 degree central
target surrounded by a frame (the “surround”) 14 degrees � 19 degrees
in size (see Fig. 1A, left). Dots of the RDS were randomly black or white
and had a density of 2 dots /deg 2 with each dot subtending 0.15 degrees.
The RDS was surrounded by a grid of black and white squares (0.5
degrees in size), designed to provide an unambiguous background refer-
ence and to promote stable vergence posture. Subjects were required to
judge the position (in front/behind) of the central target relative to the
surround. We manipulated task difficulty in one of two ways as follows:
(1) We fixed the disparity of the target plane at �6 arcmin (crossed and
uncrossed) and varied the percentage of signal dots defining the target
relative to noise dots (signal-in-noise depth task). At 100%, all the dots in
the target region had the same disparity (6 arcmin). Task difficulty was
increased as fewer target dots were presented relative to noise dots that
had a disparity chosen randomly from a uniform distribution between
�12 arcmin. Percentage signal corresponded to the proportion of dots
that were assigned the target disparity rather than a randomly chosen
disparity. Thus, a stimulus with 100% signal was maximally coherent and
a stimulus with 0% signal comprised solely noise. (2) We varied the

Figure 1. A, Signal-in-noise and feature difference tasks for disparity, motion, and glass pattern orientation stimuli. Disparity tasks: for the signal-in-noise task, signal dots are either near or far
relative to plane of fixation; for the feature difference task, the disparity of the surround is fixed and the disparity difference between the center and the surround is varied in fine steps. Motion tasks:
for the signal-in-noise task, the dots in the surround are static, whereas the dots in the central target carry a net left or right motion direction; for the feature difference task, the direction of motion
conveyed by moving dots in the surround is 30 degrees clockwise or counterclockwise from vertical, and the direction of motion conveyed by the dots in the center varies finely with respect to it. Glass
pattern orientation: for the signal-in-noise task, dipoles in the surround carry random orientations, whereas dipoles in the center carry a net horizontal or vertical orientation; for the feature
difference task, the orientation carried by the dot dipoles in the surround is 30 degrees clockwise or counterclockwise from vertical, and orientation carried by dipoles in the center varies finely with
respect to it. B, The general protocol for the experiments testing on the different tasks (S-in-N, Signal-in-noise; FD, feature difference) before and after training. In Experiment 1, testing and training
were restricted to the disparity tasks. In Experiment 2, testing covered all three visual cues and training took place over 2 d.
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disparity difference between the central target and the surround (feature
difference depth task). Here, the surround was assigned a disparity of 12
arcmin (crossed or uncrossed) and the disparity of the central target
varied finely (1–240 arcsec) with respect to it.

Motion tasks. Motion stimuli were derived from the stochastic motion
stimuli described by Newsome and Paré (1988). We generated two types
of motion stimuli, both of which contained a central circular patch 7
degrees in diameter surrounded by an annulus 14 degrees in size (see Fig.
1A, middle). The central target and surround consisted of equal propor-
tions of black and white dots (each 0.15 degrees in size) that were ran-
domly positioned with a density of 2 dots/deg 2. For the signal-in-noise
motion stimulus, dots in the surrounding annulus were static, whereas
dots in the central target moved with a velocity of 3.5 deg/s, carrying a
rightwards or leftwards motion signal. The motion signal in the central
patch was varied by manipulating the percentage of dots that moved
coherently in the signal direction. Thus, at 100% signal, the stimulus was
coherent with all dots moving in the same direction and at 0% signal the
stimulus consisted of randomly moving dots. For the feature difference
motion stimulus, dots in both the surround and central target moved
coherently (100%) at the same velocity (3.5 deg/s). The direction con-
veyed by dots in the surround (i.e., reference direction) was on average 30
degrees clockwise or counterclockwise from vertical with a random offset
of �3 to 3 degrees added to this reference direction on each trial. Task
difficulty was manipulated by varying the difference in angular direction
of motion in the center relative to the surround. For both signal-in-noise
and feature difference stimuli, dots that moved outside of the central
aperture or surround annulus were randomly repositioned on the
next frame. The motion stimuli were presented on a uniform gray
background.

Glass pattern orientation tasks. The glass pattern stimuli consisted of a
circular central target (7 degrees in diameter) surrounded by a 14 degree
annulus (see Fig. 1A, right). Both the central target and the annulus
contained a translational glass pattern consisting of a field of random
dots, each shifted by a distance of 0.25 degree in a direction �, and added
to itself. The dot size was 0.15 degree and dot density was 2 dots/deg 2. For
the signal-in-noise glass pattern task, the target contained either horizon-
tally or vertically oriented dot pairs (glass pattern dipoles). The visibility
of target was manipulated by varying the proportion of signal dipoles
(horizontal or vertical) relative to noise dipoles whose orientation was
randomly chosen (0 –180 degrees). At 100% signal, all dipoles carried the
same orientation, and at 0% signal each dipole was assigned a random
orientation. The color (black or white) of all the dots in the target was
chosen randomly on each trial and was opposite to that for dots in the
surround (i.e., providing a clear cue to the segmentation of target and
surround that was also available in the disparity and motion cases). For
the feature difference glass pattern stimulus, the surround and central
target both contained coherently orientated dipoles. The orientation of
the dipoles in the surround (i.e., reference orientation) was on average 30
degrees clockwise or counterclockwise from vertical with a random offset
(in the range �3 degrees) added on each trial. The difficulty of the task
was manipulated by varying the difference in dipole orientations between
the target and surround. Dots in the center and surround were uniformly
black or white with the color chosen at random on each trial. Glass
pattern stimuli were presented on a uniform gray background.

Procedure
Before starting any task, participants were provided with written instruc-
tions, printed images of the stimuli, and shown five demonstration trials
to ensure they understood task requirements.

For Experiment 1, pre-training, training, and post-training tests were
conducted over two consecutive sessions separated by a day. Participants
completed the pre-training tests during the first session and the training
and post-training tests during the second session (see Fig. 1B). For the
pre-training and post-training tests, observers completed three blocks of
140 trials for each of the signal-in-noise depth and feature difference
depth tasks, and a 200 trial block of a control task (see below for task
details). The order of the depth tasks (signal-in-noise or feature differ-
ence) was counterbalanced, with the control task completed last in each
session. During the training portion of the second session, participants

were trained with six blocks (840 trials) of either the signal-in-noise
depth task or the feature difference depth task. During the training phase,
participants were given feedback (a high or low pitch auditory beep) on
every trial answered correctly or incorrectly.

For Experiment 2, pre-training, training, and post-training tests were
conducted over three sessions where sessions 2 (training) and 3 (training,
post-training tests) were completed on consecutive days. The pre-
training and post-training tests comprised three blocks of 140 trials for
each of the signal-in-noise depth and feature difference depth discrimi-
nation tasks, three blocks of 144 trials for each of the signal-in-noise and
feature difference motion tasks, and signal-in-noise and feature differ-
ence glass pattern orientation tasks. The order of the cue tested (depth,
motion, glass pattern orientation) was randomized among participants.
For each cue, observers completed the signal-in-noise and feature differ-
ence versions of the tasks consecutively with the order chosen at random.
Training trials were completed during the second session (seven blocks
corresponding to 1008 trials) and the beginning of the third session (two
blocks corresponding to 288 trials). Participants were trained on one of
the six tasks and tested on the other tasks before and after training (see
Fig. 1B). During the training phase, participants were given feedback (a
high or low pitch auditory beep) on every trial that they answered cor-
rectly or incorrectly. The precise details of training and testing for all
participants were as follows. Of the 12 observers trained on the motion
task, 6 were tested on only the motion and depth tasks before and after
training, whereas the remaining 6 observers (3 trained in signal-in-noise)
were tested on all six tasks. Of the 8 observers trained on the depth tasks,
2 were tested on only the depth and motion tasks, whereas the remaining
6 (3 trained in signal-in-noise) were tested on all six tasks.

Depth tasks. On each trial, observers were required to make a two
alternative forced choice judgment of whether the central target was in
front (“near”) or behind (“far”) in relation to the surround by pressing
one of two keys on the keyboard. The difficulty of the task was manipu-
lated by varying the signal of the stimulus (0% noise only, 20%, 30%,
40%, 50%, 70%, and 100%) for the signal-in-noise task, or by varying the
disparity difference between the target and surround (1, 6, 18, 24, 30, 60,
and 240 arcsec) for the feature difference task. For the feature difference
task, half of the observers were tested with uncrossed disparities (“far”)
and the other half tested with crossed disparities (“near”). Each test block
comprised 140 trials, consisting of all combinations of the 7 signal levels
at uncrossed and crossed disparities, repeated 10 times (signal-in-noise
task) or all combinations of the 7 disparity differences, 2 locations (in
front/behind of the surround), repeated 10 times (feature difference
task). The order of trial presentation was chosen at random. Stimulus
duration was 200 ms and trials were separated by a minimum interval of
500 ms.

Motion tasks. Observers were required to judge whether the dots in the
central target carried a net leftwards or rightwards direction (signal-in-
noise task) or judge whether the motion direction carried by the dots in
the central target was clockwise or counterclockwise with respect to the
motion carried by the dots in the surround (feature difference task) by
pressing one of two keys on the keyboard. On each trial, the percentage of
motion signal carried by the central target (signal-in-noise task) or the
difference in motion direction between the center and surround (feature
difference task) was adjusted according to the QUEST staircase proce-
dure yielding thresholds at the 82% correct level (Watson and Pelli,
1983). For the feature difference task, a maximum direction difference of
30 degrees was defined to ensure that judgments with respect to the
reference were made in the same quadrant. A test block consisted of two
interleaved staircases of 72 trials each comprising 4 practice trials and 68
test trials. For the practice and test trials, equal proportions of “left” and
“right” trials (signal-in-noise task) or “clockwise” and “counterclock-
wise” trials (counterbalanced with the two reference directions) (feature
difference task) were presented in random order. The initial test value of
the test trials was determined as the threshold estimate from the practice
trials. Stimulus duration was fixed at 200 ms and trials were separated by
a minimum interval of 500 ms.

Glass pattern orientation tasks. Observers were required to judge
whether the stimulus carried a net vertical or horizontal signal (signal-
in-noise task) or whether the orientation carried by the dipoles in the
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central target was clockwise or counterclockwise with respect to the ori-
entation carried by the dipoles in the surround (feature difference task)
by pressing one of two keys on the keyboard. All other task parameters
and procedures were identical to those described above for the signal-in-
noise and feature difference motion tasks.

Control task for Experiment 1. In Experiment 1, we included a control
task in the pre-training and post-training sessions to monitor partici-
pants’ psychophysical performance per se. In particular, this task was
used to ensure that improved performance after training was not a non-
specific effect because of increased familiarity with psychophysical test-
ing for our naive participants. The task consisted of judging orientation
(left vs right of vertical) of a large single gabor element (spatial fre-
quency � 1.75 cycle/deg; Gaussian envelope � � 1.1°). As in the other
tasks, stimulus duration was fixed at 200 ms and trials were separated by
a minimum interval of 500 ms. Performance on this task was unchanged
( p � 0.567) before and after training on signal-in-noise or feature dif-
ference tasks, ruling out a nonspecific training effect. Results from this
condition are therefore not discussed further. This task was not included
in Experiment 2, as the results from Experiment 1 indicated that differ-
ential effects were observed between conditions, making this control
logically unnecessary.

Data analysis
Psychometric functions from Experiment 1 were fit using the psignifit
toolbox (2.5.6) (Wichmann and Hill, 2001a, b). We used the 82% thresh-
old to quantify behavioral performance. Statistical analyses (repeated-
measures MANOVAs with training group as a between-subjects factor)
were conducted in SPSS (IBM).

Results
Experiment 1: transfer of learning between signal-in-noise
and feature difference depth judgments
To test the role of perceptual learning in optimizing signal-in-
noise and feature difference depth judgments, we measured
thresholds on both tasks before and after a period of training.
Participants received dedicated training on either the signal-in-
noise depth task or the feature difference depth task (Fig. 1). We
found that participants who were trained on the feature differ-
ence depth task showed improvements in both feature difference
and signal-in-noise depth tasks after training. In particular, there
were considerable leftward shifts in their psychometric functions
when tested after training (Fig. 2A). In contrast, participants who

were trained on the signal-in-noise depth task showed improve-
ment only on the signal-in-noise task, with very little improve-
ment observed for the feature difference disparity task (Fig. 2B).

To quantify these observations, we characterized individual
participants’ performance in terms of their discrimination
threshold and assessed the difference in thresholds before versus
after training (Fig. 3A). We analyzed these data using a repeated
measures MANOVA (dependent variables: performance on each
task; factor: before vs after training) with a between-subjects fac-
tor (type of training received: signal-in-noise vs feature differ-
ence). We found a significant effect of training, with thresholds
significantly reduced on both the signal-in-noise task (F(1,18) �
70.7, p � 0.001) and the feature difference task (F(1,18) � 28.4,
p � 0.001). Performance on the signal-in-noise task improved for
individuals trained on both the signal-in-noise task and the fea-
ture difference task, and while the learning effect was on average
smaller for participants trained on the feature difference task
(Fig. 3A, black bars), there was no statistically reliable difference
in the magnitude of learning between the two training groups
(F(1,18) � 2.65, p � 0.121). By contrast, improved performance
on the feature difference task was markedly greater for partici-
pants training on the feature difference task (F(1,18) � 15.7, p �
0.001), and we observed no reliable improvement in the feature
difference task after training on the signal-in-noise task (F(1,18) �
2.6, p � 0.121). That is, training on the feature difference task led
to significant improvements on both the feature difference and
signal-in-noise tasks; however, signal-in-noise task training only
led to significant improvements on the signal-in-noise task. To
contrast the extent of learning between training groups, we cal-
culated a transfer index ( I) as follows:

I �
�tbetween

�twithin
. (1)

Here, the index is expressed as the improvement between tasks
(e.g., improvement in signal-in-noise task after training on the
feature difference task), �tbetween, relative to the improvement
observed within tasks (e.g., signal-in-noise task improvement af-
ter signal-in-noise task training), �twithin. A value of 0 would
suggest no effect of training between tasks, and a value of 1 would
indicate that training on the two tasks was equivalent in terms of
post-training improvement. Bootstrapping this index suggested
that feature difference task training promoted significant signal-
in-noise task improvement (p � 0.01), whereas signal-in-noise
task training produced weak and nonsignificant transfer to the
feature difference task (p � 0.18) (Fig. 3B).

It is important to note that, before training, performance on
both tasks was comparable for the two groups of subjects, making
comparisons of the learning effects between groups uncompli-
cated by baseline differences. In particular, for the signal-in-noise
task, the mean threshold for the group to be trained on the signal-
in-noise task was 81.9 � 3.5% versus 82.6 � 2.3% for the group
who went on to receive training on the feature difference task
(t(18) � �0.175, p � 0.86). Similarly, for the feature difference
task, performance for the participants who later received training
on this task was 46.7 � 4.9 arcsec versus 39.9 � 5.9 arcsec for the
subjects who went on to receive training on the signal-in-noise
task (t(18) � 0.87, p � 0.39).

A further consideration in comparing the magnitude of train-
ing between groups relates to the mapping between the stimulus
space (e.g., percentage signal) and the sensory and/or perceptual
transduction of that space (e.g., percentage correct). For exam-
ple, a training-induced improvement in performance from 80%

Figure 2. Psychometric functions fit to mean proportion correct judgments obtained on
pre-training (black) and post-training (gray) tests for each task in Experiment 1. A, B, The data
are shown separately for observers trained on the feature difference disparity task (A) and those
trained on the signal-in-noise disparity task (B).
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to 70% signal does not necessarily simply
equate to the same change in the percep-
tual process as a change from 20% to 10%.
We therefore considered two further data
treatments to quantify the transfer of
learning between signal-in-noise and fea-
ture difference tasks. First, we used varia-
tions between participants to examine the
range of perceptual performance and its
changes as a result of training for the two
groups of participants. In particular, we fit
a regression line to scatter plots of perfor-
mance on the tasks before versus after
training for the two groups of participants
(Fig. 3C,D) and analyzed the slope term.
Using this approach, a slope of unity
would represent no learning effect (i.e.,
thresholds before training � thresholds
after training). For the participants
trained on the signal-in-noise task, per-
formance on the feature difference task is
close to this null result (Fig. 3D) with the
data close to the x � y line, and a slope
parameter that is statistically indistin-
guishable from 1 (� � 0.94; 95% CI,
0.76 –1.12). By contrast, performance for
participants trained on the feature differ-
ence task gave rise to a slope considerably
lower than 1 (� � 0.41; 95% CI, 0.27–
0.56), demonstrating a clear learning effect. For performance on
the signal-in-noise task, participants improved (slope � 1) after
both signal-in-noise (� � 0.64; 95% CI, 0.51– 0.77) and feature
difference (� � 0.76; 95% CI, 0.68 – 0.84) task training, with
stronger improvements for participants trained on the signal-in-
noise task. To quantify this asymmetry in improvements between
groups, we calculated a slope-based transfer index (SI) as follows:

SI �
�null � �between

�null � �within
. (2)

where �null is the slope for no learning (i.e., 1), �between is the slope
for performance on a task when trained on the other task, and
�within is the slope when training and testing where on the same
task. Using this approach, we found transfer of 0.67 after feature
difference task training, but only 0.10 after signal-in-noise
task training, consistent with results based on threshold dif-
ferences.

The second complementary analysis approach we followed
was based on evaluating changes in the discriminability of the
stimuli at the same stimulus intensity value before and after
learning (Fine and Jacobs, 2002). In particular, after fitting the
psychometric functions, we determined the stimulus intensity
required for a d� of 1 (before training) and then determined the
post-training d� for the same stimulus intensity. We thus quan-
tified the learning effect as the change in d� for the same stimulus
value, and computed a bootstrapped transfer index based on
Equation 1, replacing stimulus intensity differences with sensitiv-
ity differences (i.e., �d�). Using this approach, we found very
similar patterns of performance (Fig. 3E) as we found for the
changes in thresholds, suggesting that all three data treatments
resulted in a similar pattern of asymmetries between training on
feature difference and signal in noise tasks.

One potential explanation for the minimal transfer from
signal-in-noise training to feature difference task performance is
that observers were not trained sufficiently on the signal-in-noise
depth task. To test this idea, we recalled three observers (2–3
weeks after initial training) for additional training of 840 trials on
the signal-in-noise depth task. The additional training resulted in
further improvement in signal-in-noise discrimination thresh-
olds of 10% signal on average, suggesting that learning effects last
for at least a period of weeks after training. However, discrimina-
tion thresholds for the feature difference depth task changed very
little (�1 arcsec). Thus, it is unlikely that the comparatively
weaker transfer of perceptual learning from signal-in-noise depth
discrimination training to fine depth discriminations results
from insufficient training. A further consideration in the asym-
metric pattern of learning transfer is whether these effects might
be the result of differences in the order of testing. This explana-
tion is unlikely, given that we counterbalanced order across par-
ticipants; nevertheless, we formally considered this possibility by
including task order as a between-subject variable for our
ANOVA. This indicated that the order of testing did not provide
an explanation for the asymmetry: there was no main effect of
task order for participants trained on the signal-in-noise task
(F(1,8) � 1, p � 0.86) or those trained on the feature difference
task (F(1,8) � 1, p � 0.58), nor were there any significant interac-
tion terms involving task order. Finally, we tested the possible
role of task exposure, to evaluate the amount of learning obtained
on “test trials” (i.e., those without feedback in the presession and
postsession). In particular, we tested whether there were system-
atic differences between thresholds obtained on different runs
during the testing phase. We did not find any significant effect of
test order (or any interactions), suggesting that the majority of
learning is likely to have taken place on training trials that in-
volved feedback.

Figure 3. A, Data from Experiment 1 represented in terms of difference in pre-training versus post-training thresholds for each
task. Error bars represent �1 SEM. B, We computed a transfer index that expressed the improvement between tasks relative to the
improvement observed within tasks. Error bars for these indices were derived from bootstrap resampling. C, D, The raw thresholds
for each participant before versus after training are presented separately for tests of the signal-in-noise task and tests of the feature
difference task. Slopes of the linear fits superimposed on the data indicate degree of learning, where � � 1 (dashed line) reflects
no learning. E, An alternative formulation of the transfer index computed on the basis of changes in sensitivity (�d�) at the same
stimulus signal level. Error bars were derived using bootstrap resampling.
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The results from Experiment 1 suggest that the signal-in-noise
and feature difference tasks rely on mechanisms with dissociable
components: training on fine discriminations may enhance the
trained feature (i.e., disparity) representations for both feature dif-
ference and signal-in-noise discriminations, whereas signal-in-noise
task training may facilitate the segmentation of targets and the sup-
pression of irrelevant signals but not feature representations. To test
this idea further, we next investigated whether learning is specific to
trained stimulus features or generalizes to stimuli defined by differ-
ent image cues.

Experiment 2: generalization across cues
The results of Experiment 1 suggest that training on feature dif-
ference but not signal-in-noise discriminations provides trans-
ferable benefits to a different task involving disparity. In
Experiment 2, we set out to test the generality of learning between
stimuli defined by different image cues. In particular, we devel-
oped signal-in-noise and feature difference tasks that involved
disparity, motion, and orientation (Fig. 1A) and tested for trans-
fer of training across these cues. Before and after training, partic-
ipants were tested on a battery of six tasks: 2 types (signal-in-
noise, feature difference) � 3 cues (disparity, motion,

orientation) with the order of cues and
tasks randomized across participants (Fig.
1B). During the training phase, individu-
als were trained on one of these tasks, and
we thereby sought to determine the gen-
erality of learning for each task.

First, we considered the extent of
transfer between signal-in-noise and fea-
ture difference tasks involving the same
type of visual information. In particular,
we examined the degree of learning be-
tween signal-in-noise and feature differ-
ence versions of the depth, motion, and
orientation tasks. The results for the depth
tasks (Fig. 4, top) were consistent with
findings from Experiment 1. In particular,
we found clear improvements after train-
ing for both tasks (signal-in-noise task,
F(1,6) � 153.9, p � 0.001; feature differ-
ence task, F(1,6) � 19.31, p � 0.005). For
the signal-in-noise task, post-training im-
provements were significantly greater af-
ter training on the signal-in-noise task
(F(1,6) � 19.1, p � 0.005), but feature dif-
ference training still produced significant
improvements (t(3) � 10.4, p � 0.001).
For the feature difference task, improve-
ments were significantly greater after fea-
ture difference task training (F(1,6) � 6.0,
p � 0.05), and post-training performance
on this task for the signal-in-noise trained
group was not significantly greater than 0
(t(3) � 1.70, p � 0.09). Thus, training on
the feature difference task led to signifi-
cant improvements on both tasks,
whereas signal-in-noise task training im-
proved performance on the signal-in-
noise task only. As for Experiment 1, we
quantified learning effects by computing a
transfer index (Fig. 4, right). This index
confirmed that training on the feature dif-

ference task showed significant signal-in-noise task improve-
ments (p � 0.01), whereas training on the signal-in-noise task
had a comparably smaller influence on feature difference task
performance, although the transfer was significant (p � 0.01).

Next, we considered performance on the motion tasks (Fig. 4,
middle). We found significant training benefits for both tasks
(signal-in-noise task, F(1,10) � 71.0, p � 0.001; feature difference
task, F(1,10) � 57.3, p � 0.001). Training effects were greater for
the task on which subjects were trained (signal-in-noise task,
F(1,10) � 34.8, p � 0.001; feature difference task, F(1,10) � 34.7,
p � 0.001). Training on the fine feature task gave rise to a small,
but significant, benefit to the signal-in-noise task (t(5) � 2.27, p �
0.036), whereas performance on the feature difference task was,
on average, slightly below pre-training levels for the participants
trained on the signal-in-noise task. Using the transfer indices, we
observed transfer from feature difference training to signal-in-
noise test performance (p � 0.01) but no transfer from signal-in-
noise training to feature difference test performance (p 	 0.9).

Finally, considering the orientation tasks (Fig. 4, bottom), we
found a significant training effect for both tasks (signal-in-noise,
F(1,6) � 61.9, p � 0.001; feature difference, F(1,6) � 48.1, p � 0.002),
with maximal benefits on the trained tasks (signal-in-noise, F(1,6) �

Figure 4. Differences in pre-training versus post-training thresholds for groups trained on the depth (n � 8), motion (n � 12),
and orientation (n � 8) cues presented independently for each task to facilitate comparisons of within cues. Error bars represent
�1 SEM. A transfer index is presented additionally for each cue that expressed the threshold improvement between tasks relative
to the threshold improvement observed within tasks. Error bars for the indices were derived from bootstrap resampling.
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4.0, p � 0.093; feature difference, F(1,6) �
12.7, p � 0.012). Training on the feature
difference task led to improved signal-in-
noise task performance (t(3) � 4.43, p �
0.011), whereas signal-in-noise task training
did not improve feature difference task per-
formance reliably (t(3) � 1.10, p � 0.175).
Using the transfer index, we found signifi-
cant transfer from feature difference train-
ing to signal-in-noise task performance
(p � 0.01) but no transfer from signal-in-
noise training to feature difference task per-
formance (p � 0.12).

These results demonstrate that, within
each cue tested (depth, motion, orienta-
tion), there is a pattern of learning transfer
between signal-in-noise and feature dif-
ference tasks that is asymmetric: training
on the feature difference task promotes
improvements on the signal-in-noise
task. However, training on the signal-in-
noise task has little benefit for feature dif-
ference task performance. These findings
align with findings of Experiment 1 and
suggest that the asymmetric pattern of
learning transfer holds across a broader
range of visual feature discriminations,
consistent with previous work on orienta-
tion training (Dosher and Lu, 2005).

Next, we considered the degree to which
learning transfers across visual cues. Using a
repeated-measures MANOVA, we com-
pared the effects of training on the dif-
ferent cues (motion, depth, orientation)
on performance on each task. We found
that, when participants were tested on a
signal-in-noise task, performance im-
proved most for the cue on which they
were trained but also improved after
signal-in-noise training with other cues
(Fig. 5, left). In particular, considering
performance on the signal-in-noise depth task, we found that
training improved performance (i.e., lower thresholds after rela-
tive to before training, F(1,7) � 72.6, p � 0.001), and this effect
was strongest for training on the disparity cue (F(2,7) � 12.4, p �
0.005). Thus, improvements were strongest for participants
trained on the disparity signal-in-noise task, but training on the
motion and orientation signal-in-noise tasks also improved per-
formance significantly. Similarly, for the signal-in-noise motion
task, there was a clear training effect (F(1,7) � 62.6, p � 0.001),
with maximal benefits, on average, for participants trained on the
signal-in-noise motion task (Fig. 5), although the training effect
was not statistically different between groups (F(2,7) � 3.16, p �
0.105). Finally, for the signal-in-noise orientation task, perfor-
mance improved after training (F(1,7) � 174.0, p � 0.001), with
maximal benefits for those individuals trained on the signal-in-
noise orientation task (F(2,7) � 5.54, p � 0.036). Following the
logic presented for the within-cue training effects, we calculated a
bootstrapped transfer index that expresses the amount of transfer
obtained by training between different visual features as a fraction of
the amount of training obtained by training and testing on the same
stimulus (Fig. 5, right). Using this index, we found significant trans-

fer between all three signal-in-noise tasks (p � 0.01 for all signal-in-
noise indices), with the extent of transfer ranging from 34–54%.

In contrast to this generalization of learning across cues for
signal-in-noise tasks, we found no reliable evidence of transfer
between cues when participants were trained on feature differ-
ence tasks (Fig. 5, middle). Specifically, we found that, for feature
difference disparity judgments, there was an improvement after
training (F(1,7) � 8.28, p � 0.024) and a significant interaction
with the type of training (F(2,7) � 9.39, p � 0.01). In particular,
improvements were limited to participants trained on the feature
difference disparity task (t(3) � 4.17, p � 0.013) and not those
individuals trained on the feature difference motion (t(5) � 0.85,
p � 0.22) or orientation (t(3) � �0.48, p � 0.66) tasks. Similarly,
when participants were tested on the feature difference motion
task, we found a significant training effect (F(1,7) � 21.67, p �
0.002), but there were differences between training groups
(F(2,7) � 13.59, p � 0.004) in that individuals trained on the
feature difference motion task improved (t(5) � 9.4, p � 0.001),
but not those trained on the feature difference depth (t(3) � �.11,
p � 0.62) or orientation (t(3) � 0.67, p � 0.27) tasks. Finally, we
found significant improvements after training for the feature
difference orientation task (F(1,7) � 33.14, p � 0.001), with sig-

Figure 5. Differences in pre-training versus post-training thresholds for the different training groups presented independently
for each task to facilitate comparisons of across features. Error bars represent �1 SEM. For each feature (depth, motion, orienta-
tion), transfer indices (based on threshold changes) are presented (right) that express the amount of transfer obtained by training
between different visual features as a fraction of the amount of training obtained by training and testing on the same feature. Error
bars for the indices were derived from bootstrap resampling.
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nificant differences between training groups (F(2,7) � 17.18, p �
0.002). In particular, individuals trained on the feature difference
orientation task improved (t(3) � 8.2, p � 0.002) but not those
trained on the feature difference motion (t(2) � 1.5, p � 0.14) or
depth (t(2) � 1, p � 0.36) tasks. Thus, training on fine feature
tasks appears only to benefit the particular feature being trained,
and there is little evidence of transfer of training effects across the
different visual features of disparity, motion, and orientation.
Transfer indices (Fig. 5, right) confirmed that benefits were lim-
ited to the trained stimulus feature only (p 	 0.18 for all feature
difference tasks).

Although we observe a consistent pattern of results across the
three different types of visual feature we have tested, the magni-
tude of learning might appear to be different. For instance, the
change in thresholds (i.e., percentage signal) on the signal-in-
noise tasks are greatest for disparity and least for motion (Fig. 4).
However, making such direct comparisons between tasks is not
straightforward, as the percentage noise for one feature does not
translate to the percentage noise for another. Therefore, to com-
pare directly between tasks, we computed normalized learning
functions that show the extent of improvement over training
blocks as a function of the total amount learned (Fig. 6). In this
figure, data were pooled across participants such that maximum
learning reflects the total amount learned across all participants.
These functions suggested comparable training effects across all
the signal-in-noise and feature difference tasks. Formally, we fit
individual participant training data with a single-parameter log-
arithmic function (b � k ln(a), where a and b represent the train-
ing block and proportion of learning, respectively) to obtain
estimates of learning rate (k). The function was well fit to our data
(r � 0.89) consistent with previous literature showing that per-
formance improvement with learning is well described by an ex-
ponential model (Yang and Maunsell, 2004; Dosher and Lu,
2007). We compared the learning rate parameter between indi-
viduals in each group using a likelihood ratio test and found no
significant differences between visual cues (likelihood ratio: � 2(2,

N � 54) � 60.42, p � 0.25) or between the two tasks (likelihood
ratio: � 2(1, N � 27) � 38.82, p � 0.07).

Discussion
In two experiments, we tested the specificity versus generaliza-
tion of learning for signal-in-noise and feature difference tasks:
first for stereopsis (Experiment 1) and then across cues (Experi-
ment 2). We found that, for a given feature (e.g., disparity), train-
ing on signal-in-noise and feature difference tasks had
differential benefits: feature difference task training promoted
improvements for both signal-in-noise and feature difference
tasks, whereas signal-in-noise training had minimal impact on
feature difference tasks. By contrast, training on a signal-in-noise
task benefited camouflage-breaking tasks involving other cues
(e.g., signal-in-noise depth training boosted signal-in-noise mo-
tion and orientation task performance), but this between-cue
facilitation did not occur for feature difference task training. This
suggests that these commonly used paradigms involve dissociable
mechanisms: feature difference training enhances templates that
support both target detection in noise and discrimination of
highly similar targets, whereas signal-in-noise training enhances
a general process of target segmentation in clutter that operates
independently of the cues defining the targets.

Learning within image features
First, we consider the asymmetric transfer within a given image
feature. We found training on a feature difference task promotes
up to 75% transfer to a signal-in-noise task, whereas transfer for
the converse is limited (�25%). This suggests that feature differ-
ence training enhances representations that are common to both
tasks. Moreover, these representations are likely to contribute
significantly to signal-in-noise task performance: their optimiza-
tion can led to at least half the learning achieved under dedicated
training on the signal-in-noise task. Critically, it is unlikely that
signal-in-noise training optimizes the same representations; oth-
erwise, we would expect transfer from the signal-in-noise task to
the feature difference task.

These findings are consistent with work testing orientation
judgments under conditions of high and low external noise (as
our signal-in-noise and feature difference tasks, respectively).
This demonstrated that low noise training transfers to both high
and low noise tasks, whereas training under high noise only af-
fects performance at high noise (Dosher and Lu, 2005). This is
understood as the optimization of two independent processes:
(1) filtering signals from noise and (2) internal feature represen-
tations. Performance under displays with high external noise
(signal-in-noise task) requires both feature representations and
noise filtering. However, noise filtering is not required for low-
noise displays. Thus, signal-in-noise training helps improve noise
filtering but has little benefit for noise-free viewing situations. By
contrast, low-noise training optimizes internal representations
that are of use for both feature difference and signal-in-noise
tasks. This asymmetric transfer may reflect differences in the
precision required by different tasks (Jeter et al., 2009), with
more transfer expected when testing on tasks that require less
precision.

Generalization across image features
Whereas we observed clear benefits of training on feature differ-
ence tasks within cues, we found a striking degree of generality in
relation to performance on signal-in-noise tasks with �40%
transfer between tasks involving different visual features (mo-
tion, disparity, and orientation). This indicates a significant over-

Figure 6. Group-averaged training data. Training data from each task were normalized to
show the extent of improvement over training blocks as a function of the total amount learned.
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lap in the mechanisms responsible for performance on tasks that
involve extracting signals from noise.

Moreover, transfer between cues suggests that the functional
architecture for signal-in-noise tasks involves (at least) three sep-
arable stages. Specifically, our data suggest that the noise-filtering
processes modeled by Dosher and Lu (2005) comprise a process-
ing stage that is specific to the visual feature being segmented and
one that is general across cues (and potentially across sensory
modalities). The logical basis for this conclusion is that transfer
between signal-in-noise tasks is not complete, meaning that ded-
icated training on a given signal-in-noise task is likely to optimize
two processes: one specific to the visual cue and the other a gen-
eral noise-filtering mechanism. Based on the within-cue transfer
results, we know that this specific process is unlikely to optimize
feature representations themselves (otherwise, we would have
observed significant benefits from signal-in-noise training to fea-
ture difference tasks). Therefore, it seems likely that signal-in-
noise tasks require the following: (1) feature information, (2) a
selective readout of feature signals, and (3) a generalized process
that extracts signals and suppresses irrelevant items. It is likely
that there are significant interactions between stages 2 and 3 (for
instance, in shaping readout weights), but interactions between
stages 1 and 2 are likely somewhat limited in that processes that
tune readout in signal-in-noise tasks have little influence on fea-
ture representations per se. It is possible that stage 3 reflects, in
part, generalized processes of spatial integration. Nevertheless, as
both signal-in-noise and feature difference tasks are likely to in-
volve pooling signals across space, the extent to which spatial
integration can explain the differential training effects we observe
is somewhat limited.

Lu et al. (2010) implemented a Hebbian reweighting process
(Petrov et al., 2005) to provide a different level of explanation for
learning under high and low noise. Under their model, training in
low noise promotes optimal weights for relevant features and
down-weights irrelevant features. By contrast, training with noisy
displays decreases the weight given to irrelevant features but can-
not optimize weights for relevant features because the external
noise disrupts improvements across trials. This results in asym-
metric transfer between low- and high-noise tasks. Our data sug-
gest that the process of down-weighting nonrelevant features
comprises two components: one that is cue-specific and one that
is general. This general process may dynamically choose among
channels with high weights to select potential target signals under
uncertainty caused by external noise. Training may refine this
selection process, enhancing transfer between visual features but
leaving performance on feature difference tasks unaffected as ac-
tive selection among competing features is not needed.

It is interesting to speculate about the neural circuits involved
in the different processing stages that our behavioral data suggest.
Representations of visual features, such as disparity, orientation,
and motion, are distributed widely in the visual cortex, suggest-
ing multiple possible loci at which feature enhancements might
occur. Neurophysiological studies of disparity and motion dem-
onstrated a strong association between neural activity and per-
ceptual judgments in V5/MT (Britten et al., 1992; DeAngelis et
al., 1998; DeAngelis and Newsome, 1999), making this a potential
locus for learning-induced changes for tasks involving these sig-
nals. Nevertheless, as neuronal responses to orientation-defined
segmentation tasks in MT are not known, it is unclear whether
MT responses could support the generalized signal-in-noise pro-
cesses we have uncovered. Moreover, the functional relevance of
activity in MT for signal-in-noise task performance changes
through training (Chowdhury and DeAngelis, 2008). A more

likely substrate is the parietal cortex, which is involved in readout
for perceptual decisions and noise suppression. In particular, ac-
tivity in the lateral intraparietal area is associated with both
disparity- and motion-related perceptual decisions under ma-
nipulations of signal-to-noise (Shadlen and Newsome, 2001;
Roitman and Shadlen, 2002; Gold and Shadlen, 2007; Law and
Gold, 2008). Moreover, parietal cortex is implicated in
attentional-control and noise (distractor) suppression (Mevo-
rach et al., 2010; Chapman et al., 2011; Kanai et al., 2011). Thus,
parietal activity may represent a generalized signal-in-noise
mechanism in contrast to stimulus-specific feature readout
mechanisms that may engage visual cortex.

The extent to which training effects transfer to other retinal
locations and stimulus properties has been subject to consider-
able debate. Recent work suggests that generality is promoted by
engaging tasks (Green and Bavelier, 2003, 2006a, 2006b; Li et al.,
2009) and specialized protocols (Xiao et al., 2008; Zhang et al.,
2010). For instance, Xiao et al. (2008) showed that specificity to
retinal location, a widely observed characteristic of perceptual
learning, can be abolished using a “double-training” protocol
that involves feature-irrelevant training at a transfer location.
This double-training protocol may promote transfer by directing
spatial attention to the transfer location, which in turn reduces
noise. Our experiments demonstrate a different protocol that
promotes transfer across different visual dimensions. Within the
framework of the reweighting model (Petrov et al., 2005), the
process of dynamic selection among channels that we suggest is
comparable to the attentional selection process and might be
implemented in the parietal cortex described previously (Xiao et
al., 2008).

In conclusion, signal-in-noise (segmentation) and fine (fea-
ture discrimination) paradigms have been used widely to study
sensory processing in both human and nonhuman primates (e.g.,
Hawkins and Stevens, 1950; Jesteadt et al., 1977; Orban et al.,
1984; Newsome and Paré, 1988). Achieving a clear understanding
of the benefits of training on such tasks has implications that
extend to sensory rehabilitation (Green and Bavelier, 2003,
2006a, 2006b; Li et al., 2009). Here, we show that training on
feature difference tasks enhances performance on signal-in-noise
tasks for the same visual feature only. By contrast, training on
signal-in-noise tasks results in benefits that generalize to tasks
involving other features. Our data suggest that signal-in-noise
tasks involve at least three distinct components: feature represen-
tations, signal-specific selection, and a generalized process that
enhances segmentation. These findings have implications not
only for identifying the neural substrates of learning-dependent
improvement in perceptual skills but also for developing effective
rehabilitation protocols that may result in training-related im-
provement of different functions and generalization to everyday
tasks. For instance, there is potential to target perceptual deficits
(e.g., in stereoscopic vision) using paradigms that target both fine
feature representations and generalized processes of noise
suppression.
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